
Virtual Server

Machine Tools Anywhere
While our competitors claim to support 
relational databases in their applications 
when you look closely you can see that 
they are really folder based systems. 

Relational vs. Folder Databases
As an example take a look at how they 
require you to setup remote requests for 
accessing directories, files, etc.  Upon 
investigating you realize that they have 
built their system on the old folder based 
technologies.  They require you to select 
each server and its complicated folder-
path-names relationships.  That is exactly 
what a database is supposed to shield 
you from, the error prone details that are 
inherent if folder based systems.  

Did you know?
By the way with SuiteFactory you only 
need one Server (SuiteFactory’s Virtual
Server) to support any number of 
machine tools, files, remote requests and
machine load-balancing which is a must 
requirement for a large shop.

Virtual Server’s Features:
Floating Machine Tools

SuiteFactory Machine tools are object 
oriented in design. Once you setup a 
machine tool you can copy it, save it and 
or assign it to any Virtual Server on the 
Network by simple going to the properties 
window of the machine tool setting, 

selecting the Virtual Server and the 
available communication port and you up 
and running within minutes.  You don’t 
need to shut down SuiteFactory it just 
happens.  

Machine Load Balancing

Chose an existing or create a new Virtual 
Workstation and assign the machine tool
you want to off-load to this new/existing 
Server and by reassigned it in real-time
and you are up and running and back in 
business.

The off-loaded machine tool can be 
accessed from any workstation on the 
network by any other workstation/virtual 
server as before by the same Users.

User Workstations

Workstations can be created from the 
pool of licensed Workstation/Virtual 
Servers with no restrictions.
Unlimited Third-Party Invocation

Each Workstation/Virtual Server can 
have any third-party application 
associated with it and used by 
SuiteVault to launch any third-party 

application needed to edit any file or 
document in SuiteVault.
Folder Free Remote Request

Setup remote requests to control the 
type and quantity of files being sent 
to machine tool such as Production 
Control designated files.
Single Point Configuration

No multiple Servers to configure or 
backup or provide security for.  As a true 
Relational Database System SuiteFactory 
is an Enterprise Solution.
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